some examples of their usage. The book ends on an English-Naukan index, and on a remarkable section on place names, presented and analysed (with etymological, geographical and anthropological commentaries, as well as maps) by Michael E. Krauss.
This book is the most complète source in existence on Naukan Yupik lexicography, even if its compilers consider it as preliminary. It constitutes a unique undertaking, and its authors should be congratulated for their achievement. It is worth noticing that they had it translated into Russian-under the same format as the English édition, except that Cyrillic transcriptions come first-so that it can be used by native speakers and by those who wish to relearn their ancestral language. The cover picture, a group of Naukan children photographed in the 1920s, contributes bringing hope and optimism to users of a language that might otherwise be considered as bound to disappear. Fortescue's new Comparative Chukotko-Kamchatkan Dictionary ("CCKD") deals with the languages of the next group of indigenous people of Asian Russia past the Siberian Eskimos across the Bering Strait and the Bering Sea from Alaska. The Chukotko-Kamchatkan language family, which has also been called "Luorawetlan," has two branches: the four languages of the Chukotian branch, which are Chukchi (which is the one situated geographically closer to the Eskimo area), Koryak, Alutor, and Kerek, and the one language of the Kamchatkan branch, Itelmen (also called Kamchadal).
A comparative dictionary such as CCKD will be of interest to scholars of EskimoAleut langauges on several grounds. It is another comparative dictionary of a family of indigenous languages of the North, many endangered (if not moribund), their lexicons documented to an uneven extent, just as is the case with Eskimo-Aleut, so that the présent dictionary is, in a sensé, a companion or complementary volume to the Comparative Eskimo Dictionary with Aleut Cognâtes (1994), "CED" compiled by Fortescue with two others (one of whom is the présent reviewer). If one is interested in a possible deep relationship between thèse two language families that between them straddle the Bering Strait, the "crossroads of continents," CCKD is a very good tool. And, the three Eskimo languages spoken on the tip of Siberia and on St. Lawrence Island Alaska hâve borrowed hundreds of words, especially from Chukchi. A few 356/RECENSIONS words from Chukotko-Kamchatkan are found in mainland Alaskan Yupik and Inupiaq, and even as far away as Greenland there is one such borrowing, the word for "birch" (walyi on p. 334 of CCKD, and ulyih on p. 366 of CED, realized as uliyiiliq, uliyiilik 'loose, brittle driftwood' in Greenlandic).
CCKD is a good source of information on the Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages for the English speaker who finds reading Russian toublesome, since dictionaries of the various individual Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages give listed lexemes in Cyrillic orthography and hâve glosses in Russian. It must be stressed, however, that CCKD cannot be used as a full substitute for dictionaries of the individual languages of the family, because many words found only in one language of the family will not be represented by any of the cognate sets of CCKD since, "The main criterion for setting up a reconstructed [...] set is that cognâtes should be attested in at least two of the [...] languages" (p. 5).
CCKD begins with a nice overview of the Chukotko-Kamchatkan language family, history of its documentation, assessment of the vitality of each member language, and the sources used in compiling the dictionary which include Fortescue's own fieldwork. It then goes on to describe the format of the dictionary and the way each of the five languages in question relates to the hypothesized phonetics of the proto-language(s): proto-Chukotian (PC) or proto-Chukotko-Kamchatkan (PCK).
Next in CCKD is the main section, some 334 pages of comparative sets, slightly more PC than PCK, and some, not many, sets with a loan-word origin, in many cases, from Eskimo. A protoform is reconstructed and glossed in English, and then daughter forms in each of the languages Chukchi, Kerek, Koryak, Alutor, where they hâve been found, and for PCK sets, Itelmen also, each daughter form written in the uniform scientific IPA orthography of CCKD, and glossed in English. Alphabetization hère is according to the reconstructed protoform.
Next corne 50 pages of proto-Itelmen (PI) cognate sets, each headed by an English gloss. Protoforms are not reconstructed because of difficulties due to the relatively scanty documentation of some of the now extinct dialects of Itelmen. The reason for a spécial section for only Itelmen dialects is Itelmen's diverse dialectology, and the fact that Itelmen alone constitutes the Kamchatkan branch of the family. Following the proto-Itelmen section are more PC and PCK comparative sets, but now of derivational affixes, and following that there is a section on proto-CK (and proto-C) inflections.
At the end of CCKD are two indices, separated from the main dictionary sections by a short appendix which gives a typological profile of the CK family, and a "sources and références" bibliography. The first index is Chukchi to protoform, and the second is English gloss to page number indexing both the PC/PCK and the PI sections. Readers familiar with CED will quickly see that CCKD has very much the same format.
There are only approximately 2000 comparative stem sets in CCKD compared to approximately 3900 in CED. Fortescue explains, "[...] a succession of accurate but not BOOK REVIEWS/357 very extensive dictionaries [...] hâve appeared for the major languages (Chukchi, Koryak, and Western Itelmen), and the stage has now been reached where a fullyfledged comparative dictionary-albeit still limited in extent-can be presented " (p. 4). Thus, the less common words in a given language which would hâve lead to further comparative sets may indeed exist but not, as yet, be documented. Also perhaps, for one or another reason, no matter how comprehensive the documentation of individual languages could hâve been, there may be fewer comparative sets existing in this language family than in Eskimo-Aleut. To this reviewer, CCKD appears to be a solid pièce of well researched work, in which the author has invested considérable effort and scholarship with good results. His comparative sets are convincingly put together in terms of both phonology and semantics. The organization of CCKD makes it easy to follow and use.
CCKD notes C and CK proto-forms where the words hâve been borrowed from this language family into Eskimo, but note that one should not interpret it literally when it says at a certain protoform listing that it is "borrowed into" this or that Eskimo language, since the borrowing probably did not take place at the PC or PCK level, but rather from one of the daughter languages of the family (in most cases from Chukchi). Giving this sort of information is, in itself, a little odd, since in contrast to words borrowed into a language where the information really should be included in the dictionary, why should a dictionary, comparative or other, note words borrowed out from the language? Also, the information given is not always accurate (p. 37, line 8, apajapaajuq should be apayapayiiq; p. 238, line 24, qujrjik should be qujrjiq; on p. 324, line 27, wapaana should be wapaaqa; p. 337, line 28 vuvaltu/puvaltu should be vuvaitu/puvaltu), and some out-borrowed words are not noted, or not completely noted, as such. Thèse include some of the most interesting Eskimo borrowings from Chukotko-Kamchatkan. For example, PCK koeli-(1) 'draw' (p. 130), gives rise to words in Aleut, Sugpiaq, Central Alaskan Yupik, and King Island Inupiaq meaning 'paper,' and since it is not borrowed into any of the three Siberian Eskimo languages the word probably entered Eskimo-Aleut from Koryak via the Aleutian Islands. PC kojrjan 'bowl of cup or pipe' (p. 139), gives rise to words in the three Siberian Eskimo languages, in Central Alaskan Yup'ik, and in Inuit/Inupiaq as far east as western Canada meaning 'smoking pipe' (or 'cigarette'). PCK loelu(n) 'moustache or beard' (p. 158) in combination with PC raemkan 'people or gathering ' (p. 252) gives rise to the Central Siberan Yupik word laluzamka for 'white man.' While CCKD does note that PCK? tanna 'stranger or enemy' gives rise to a word in Central Siberian Yupik (p. 276), in fact it also gives rise to the North Alaska Inupiaq and Siglit word tanik for 'white man,' though there is a curious gap in that the word is not in Bering Strait and Kobuk Inupiaq which are closer geographically to Chukotka.
Of course any borrowing of a word into Eskimo languages beyond the first would most likely be an internai Eskimo matter and thus certainly need not be noted in a Chukotko-Kamchatkan dictionary, and also the interesting cases mentioned above are in fact documented elsewhere (in CED, de Reuse 1994 , or Badten et al. 1987 so there was no real necessity of noting them in CCKD. Perhaps this is the policy (though unstated), since CCKD does note that PC wavcelkalnan 'lemming or vole? ' (p. 337) 358/RECENSIONS gives rise to certain Central Siberian Yupik, Sirenik, and Central Alaskan Yupik words meaning 'lemming or vole,' which is not documented elsewhere.
Maybe it was never intended that CCKD should include a comprehensive listing and discussion of ail words borrowed out to Eskimo but merely give a sample, however the fact that some are indeed noted does give the reader the expectation that such outborrowings are being noted consistently. Also there are certainly borrowings into Eskimo (particularly into Siberian Yupik) of specifically Chukchi words that lack cognâtes in other Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages, and which, as stated above, would therefore not give rise to comparative sets where thèse borrowings could be noted. For thèse reasons one must not take CCKD as the "final word" on borrowings from Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages into Eskimo. Nevertheless CCKD will most certainly prove to be one among several very useful resources for anyone seeking to identify Eskimo words borrowed from Chukotko-Kamchatkan languages and to détermine their sources.
If any actual genetic link between the indigenous languages of the Americas (including Siberian Eskimo) and those of Eurasia is ever to be proven, a connection between the Eskimo-Aleut family and the Chukotko-Kamchatkan family would be among the most likely places. It is fascinating to leaf through CCKD and note just how very many PCK, PC or PI forms at least seem to correspond to various proto-Eskimo (or proto-Yupik, proto-Yupik-Sirenik or proto-Inuit) forms found in CED. Consider the following:
